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STATE-BASED LABOUR RELATIONS REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 
Motion 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 
The PRESIDENT:  We had a further 17 minutes for consideration of the motion and the amendment made 
today.  
HON DEE MARGETTS (Agricultural) [5.39 pm]:  When we broke for question time I was talking about this 
rather odd approach that the federal government appears to take when dealing with employment issues.  I find 
myself thinking aloud whether the proposed Australia-China free trade agreement is a very big part of the federal 
industrial relations system.  It will clearly not do much for our balance of payments.  Every time a free trade 
agreement is proposed all we seem to get is a statement about how it will help our farmers.   However, the reality 
is that a free trade agreement does not always lead to a huge increase in trade.  In the area of agriculture, free 
trade agreements often concentrate on areas of primary production that are seasonal.  The Australian Bureau of 
Agricultural and Resource Economics has indicated that only one season out of two is profitable for broadacre 
farming.  Therefore, if a free trade agreement concentrates on sectors of the Australian economy that are 
marginal in productivity, there is a grave danger that it will have an enormous impact on the workplace.  From 
the stories that we have read on the Internet newsletter “China Action Labour Express”, that could have 
disastrous consequences.  Today I asked a question without notice about how many people are currently 
employed in manufacturing industries in Western Australia.  I asked that question because the problem that will 
arise if Western Australia moves to a federal industrial relations system is not necessarily what we will lose in 
employment opportunities for our current manufacturing and value-adding work force but what we will lose in 
the future because we can no longer get into those areas of manufacturing.  Hon George Cash gave some 
statistics about the level of industrial disputation in Western Australia.  He referred specifically to the resources 
sector.  That reminded me of the fact that a large proportion of the workers in that sector have been pushed onto 
federal workplace agreements.  Therefore, in saying that the state-based industrial relations system is getting 
worse, Hon George Cash was in fact criticising his federal counterparts.  It would be an interesting statistical 
exercise to find out how much unhappiness is felt by those workers who are operating under the federal system 
as opposed to those workers who are operating under the state system.  It is extremely difficult for workers who 
are operating under the federal system to take industrial action.  Therefore, the fact that a large amount of 
industrial action is being taken by those people says something about how well the system is working, or not 
working, as the case may be.  We cannot just point to what is happening within a state and say it is the result of 
the state industrial relations system.  Our analysis must be more clever than that.   
It is unfortunate that the push by Kevin Andrews to reduce the cost of employment ignores many of these 
factors.  It ignores the fact that people, particularly in the large business sector, need to take responsibility for the 
many people aged between 25 and 30, and even 35, who have missed out on the opportunity to gain skills that 
will take them through the greater part of their working life.  Efforts must be made by industry - perhaps 
governments at both a federal and state level will need to participate in this - to enable those people to gain 
skills.  That does not mean just paying apprentice wages, because, by the time people have reached their mid-
twenties, they might have responsibilities that they cannot be expected to meet on apprentice wages.  The current 
federal debate is headed in the wrong direction.  If we combine that with the demographics in Australia, and the 
impact of signing up to free trade agreements with countries that have low wages and restrictive work practices, 
it is certainly not the right way to go in terms of world’s best practice in industrial relations and productivity.  
We should be encouraging more local production, particularly industries that benefit local communities in an 
economically, socially and environmentally sustainable way.  As a result of the broad brush, blunt instrument tax 
and industrial relations systems that are in place at the federal level, we are losing many opportunities to meet 
community goals.  When the tax and industrial relations systems miss those goals, unfortunately the response is 
often that the changes have not worked, so we need to make even more changes.  However, what we should be 
doing is looking at what is lacking.  If there is wages pressure because of a shortage of skilled labour in many 
areas, everyone should accept their responsibility and make sure the situation improves.  Unfortunately, the 
people who make the smallest contribution to the system, including training, are often those in the largest 
industries.  Something must be done to ensure that the largest industries contribute more so that there is a future 
for not only young people who are coming through the school system but also the people who have been 
forgotten by those very industries over the past decade or so.   
This debate is useful.  However, the premise is wrong.  I disagree with the amendment.  However, I support the 
motion that the federal government should not try to take over our state industrial relations system, because, 
apart from anything else, it will be counterproductive.   

HON SIMON O’BRIEN (South Metropolitan) [5.47 pm]:  On 29 March this year, our colleague Hon Louise 
Pratt made a doubly-remarkable contribution in this house, because she not only moved the motion for the 
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Address-in-Reply but also gave notice of the motion that we are debating today.  I have already indicated that 
although I was not impressed with the member’s explanatory material in support of the motion, I agree with the 
sentiments behind the motion, as do other members, including Hon George Cash.  Therefore, members can 
appreciate how surprised I was when it was moved by my friend opposite.  I searched through and reflected upon 
the wording of the motion, as did certain of my colleagues on this side, and it was one of my colleagues, Hon 
Ray Halligan, who identified the potential flaw.  There was nothing wrong with what Hon Louise Pratt had 
moved.  It was just that it was incomplete.  Fortunately, a good member of the house, Hon Ray Halligan, was 
able to come to the rescue by moving an amendment to add the following words - 

Even though the content of the federal legislation is excellent and contains measures that it would be 
advisable for the Western Australian Parliament to enact.  However, in view of the disastrous approach 
by the Gallop government to workplace relations, the house is thankful for the existence of the 
commonwealth industrial relations system for without it the Western Australian economy, especially 
the resources area would be in a disastrous situation.   

That was the missing ingredient that makes this motion complete.  It enables members on this side to join Hon 
Louise Pratt wholeheartedly in a bipartisan fashion to support the motion she has moved.  With this amendment 
we can positively cheer it to the echo.  I thank Hon Ray Halligan for moving his very sensible amendment, and it 
is to the amendment that I address my remarks.  In the course of doing so I will also canvass the primary motion.  
The amendment and the parent motion belong together.  They deserve to go forward.  For that reason I support 
the amendment by Hon Ray Halligan.  Of course, it is not without due consideration that I do so.   

I turn to the wording of the amendment, which commences by noting that the content of the federal legislation is 
excellent and contains measures that would be advisable for the Western Australian Parliament to enact.  The 
problem is that the current Western Australian Parliament has shown - as it is entitled to do - that it is not 
prepared to entertain excellent industrial relations legislation such as that proposed in the federal sphere - the sort 
of legislation that this side of the house would be prepared to support.  There is a potential - a minor capacity - 
for conflict between the mover of the motion, Hon Louise Pratt, and members on this side of the house.  We are 
determined and keen to avoid that conflict.  That can be done by our acceding to the amendment.  I hope that 
Hon Louise Pratt and her colleagues will show a similar positive and bipartisan attitude in considering the 
amendment. 

There is a slightly discordant note in the middle of the amendment.  It is Hon Ray Halligan’s words - 

. . . in view of the disastrous approach by the Gallop government to workplace relations, the house is 
thankful for the existence of the commonwealth industrial relations system . . . 

I do not know whether Hon Louise Pratt will want to associate herself fully or wholeheartedly with those 
sentiments, because she is bound by other loyalties.  The sentiments of those words bear the stamp of truth and 
are borne out by the facts.  I draw the attention of members to the Australian Bureau of Statistics figures 
concerning the percentage of Western Australian employees who are in registered agreements.  I note that in 
May 2000, 16.2 per cent of Western Australian employees were in agreements registered at the federal level.  At 
that time, 24 per cent of Western Australian employees were in registered agreements under Western Australian 
industrial relations laws.  By May 2004, the respective figures showed that the number of Western Australians 
registered federally jumped to 30.4 per cent.  That is almost a doubling.  It represents an increase of more than 
14 per cent from May 2000 - when there was a coalition government - to May 2004.   

The PRESIDENT:  On that contemplative thought I am required to interrupt debate.   

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
 


